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The production of macromolecules labeled with NMR-active
isotopes has greatly increased the range of systems that are
amenable to multidimensional solution NMR studies. Uniform
15N, 13C labeling has facilitated the development of triple
resonance (15N, 13C, 1H) experiments, making possible detailed
structural and dynamics studies of systems up to approximately
20 kDa molecular mass.1 NMR spectra of larger macromol-
ecules are often complicated by both increasing numbers of
cross-peaks and a concomitant growth in line widths that
decreases signal-to-noise and resolution. These problems can
be significantly reduced by deuterating aliphatic carbon sites,
improving the sensitivity and resolution of many experiments
that rely on magnetization transfer through13C nuclei.2-7

Unfortunately, deuteration also removes many of the protons
that are the source of nuclear Overhauser effect (NOE)-based
distance restraints that are essential to determining high-
resolution structures. With this in mind, we have developed a
strategy whereby proteins are overexpressed in bacteria grown
in 2H2O with (13C, 1H)-pyruvate as the sole carbon source.8 Such
proteins are highly deuterated in virtually all aliphatic positions
while retaining between 40-80% of the methyl protons in four
amino acids: Ala, Val, Leu, and Ile (γ2 only). Chemical shift
assignments of backbone and methyl group nuclei are obtained
using recently developed pulse schemes,3,4,9,10while methyl-
methyl, methyl-NH, and NH-NH distance restraints are estab-
lished from a series of 4D NOE experiments.11-14 Incorporating
distance restraints from these methyl-based NOEs improves the
precision and accuracy of structures relative to those generated
using NOEs solely between backbone amide protons.15-17

However, the methyl groups of several amino acids are not
protonated using this pyruvate-based strategy,8 including the
isoleucineδ1 methyl group. Protonation at the Ileδ1 methyl
position is desirable since cross-peaks from these methyl groups

are often significantly better resolved than signals from other
methyl types in13C-1H shift correlation spectra, even in proteins
larger than 40 kDa. This is illustrated in a13C-1H correlation
spectrum of a 41.0 kDa maltose binding protein (MBP)-maltose
complex (Figure 1). Additionally, in contrast to valineγ and
leucineδ methyl groups, the lone isoleucineδ1 methyl does
not have to be stereospecifically assigned.
From a structural perspective, isoleucine is an important

residue because of its enrichment in protein hydrophobic cores.18

The location of the isoleucineδ1 Me group at a substantial
distance (approximately 3.7 Å) from the protein backbone
facilitates the observation of NOEs between Ileδ1 methyl
protons and amino acid side chains that are distant in the primary
sequence. In an analysis of over 290 nonhomologous protein
structures solved to better than 2.5 Å resolution,19we have found
an average of 5.1( 1.9 backbone amide protons and a total of
2.8( 1.5 Ileδ1, Val γ, and Leuδ Me groups within 6.0 Å of
a given Ileδ1 Me group. Methyl-methyl NOEs are particularly
important for structure determination as they involve residues
with a median separation of 30 amino acids, as opposed to two
and three for amide-amide and amide-methyl NOEs, respec-
tively.
Our approach to generate uniformly (15N, 13C)-labeled, highly

deuterated,δ1 methyl-protonated isoleucine follows the bio-
synthetic route ofEscherichia colistarting with15N, 13C, 1H
threonine (Scheme 1). Isoleucine is produced by growing
prototrophicE. coli in a 2H2O-based minimal medium with
15NH4Cl and 50 mg/L of (3,3-2H2) 13C 2-ketobutyrate as
generated in steps 1 and 2 (details in Supporting Information).
In this particular case, (12C, 1H) pyruvate was used as the carbon
source, as previous studies have established that pyruvate does
not efficiently protonate isoleucineδ1 positions.8 As such, any
protonation at these sites is derived from the added 2-ketobu-
tyrate. In practice, to generate uniformly13C labeled proteins
with a highly deuterated background, a carbon source such as
(13C, 2H) glucose would be used. Additionally, we demonstrate
that further supplementing the media with 50 mg/L of (15N,
13C, 1H) valine results in the production of uniformly13C,
partially deuterated, fully methyl-1H labeled valine and leucine
in overexpressed proteins.20,21

Figure 2 presents a13C-1H constant time HSQC spectrum22,23

recorded on a sample of the 105 amino acid C-terminal SH2
domain of bovine phospholipase Cγ1 (PLCγ1) generated in this
manner. Only the CH3 isotopomers of the Ileδ1, Val γ, and
Leu δ methyl groups are observed, while no other methyl
positions are protonated. Quantitation of HNCO-based spectra
demonstrate that 92( 5% of the valine and the leucine methyl
groups and essentially 100% of the isoleucineδ1 methyl groups
are fully (13C, 1H) labeled. The absence of13C-1H correlations
at most other valine, leucine, and isoleucine positions indicates
that these sites are highly deuterated. Two exceptions to this
are the Valâ and Leuγ methine positions, which both show
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weak cross-peaks. Residual protonation at these sites can be
reduced by using minimal media supplemented with (2,3-2H2)
15N, 13C-valine (synthesized24 or purchased from commercial
sources). To summarize, when valine labeled in this manner
is used together with (3,3-2H2) 13C 2-ketobutyrate, (13C, 2H)
glucose, and15NH4Cl in a D2O-based medium, it is possible to

generate a15N, 13C labeled protein with fully protonated Valγ,
Leuδ, and Ileδ1 methyl groups with high levels of deuteration
at other aliphatic positions.
The impact of distance restraints from the methyl groups of

Val, Leu, and Ile (δ1) on the precision and accuracy of NMR-
derived structures was assessed by calculating structures of the
C-terminal SH2 domain from PLCγ1 using several sets of
simulated structural restraints. A list of all possible NOEs was
generated by choosing pairs of NH-NH, NH-methyl carbon,
and methyl carbon-methyl carbon groups in a distance- and
type-dependent manner,17 and five distance-weighted random
subsets of this group were selected, each containing ap-
proximately 240 restraints. These were combined with 72
conservative backbone dihedral angle (φ,ψ) restraints and input
into X-PLOR25 to obtain a set of 28 structures that had good
agreement with experimental and empirical restraints. This
group exhibited a precision (pairwise-to-mean) of 2.23( 0.41
Å and accuracy (pairwise to a high resolution, ref 26) of 3.20
( 0.72 Å through all residues found in secondary structure
elements as judged by13C chemical shifts.27 These results
compare quite favorably to those previously found using a larger
number of distance restraints from all of the pyruvate-protonated
methyl groups and are significantly better than statistics obtained
for structures generated using distance restraints only from
backbone NH atoms.17

In summary, we have described a scheme for the production
of proteins that are uniformly15N, 13C labeled and extensively
deuterated except for the methyl groups of Val, Leu, and Ile
(δ1 only). This method offers several advantages over previ-
ously suggested alternatives for producing highly deuterated,
site-protonated proteins15,16,20,21,28,29in that these methods typi-
cally result in fully protonated side chains with significant deu-
teration only at the CR position. The high extent of deuteration
with the present protocol ensures that the experiments developed
for backbone and side-chain assignment of deuterated proteins
will be of high sensitivity. The uniformly protonated methyl
groups on the three amino acids that constitute over 35% of
protein hydrophobic cores18 allows for the assignment of long-
range NOE-based interproton distance restraints for structure
determination. This labeling scheme will play an important role
in facilitating NMR-based structural studies of proteins in the
30-50 kDa range.
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Figure 1. 13C-1H HSQC spectrum of a 41 kDa maltose binding
protein/maltose complex. The boxed area designates the region contain-
ing cross-peaks from Ileδ1 methyl groups. The sample was 2.2 mM
in maltose binding protein (natural abundance13C) with 1.8 equiv of
added maltose in 20 mM sodium phosphate buffer (pH 7.2), 3 mM
sodium azide, and 10%2H2O. 192 scans/FID were acquired in 20 h
total acquisition time at 37°C on a Varian Inova 500 MHz spectrometer.

Scheme 1.Method Used To Generate13C, 2H (1H-Methyl)
Isoleucinea

a Step 1: Conversion from threonine (20 mM) into (3-2H) 2-keto-
butyrate, catalyzed byE. coli biosynthetic threonine deaminase30 in
99.5% 2H2O, T ) 26 °C, 4 h. Step 2: Conversion of (3-2H)
2-ketobutyrate (diluted to∼2.7 mM) into (3,3-2H2) 2-ketobutyrate by
proton/deuterium exchange at C3 using pH* (uncorrected) 10.2, 99.5%
2H2O,T) 45 °C, 13 h. Step 3: Conversion of (3,3-2H2) 2-ketobutyrate
into isoleucine and eventual incorporation into overexpressed protein,
carried out byE. colimetabolism (protein expressed in 99.5%2H2O,T
) 37 °C).

Figure 2. 13C-1H constant time HSQC spectrum of a highly
deuterated, methyl-protonated C-terminal SH2 domain of bovine
PLCγ1, labeled using the approach of Scheme 1 and including 50 mg/L
of 15N, 13C valine in the growth media. The sample was approximately
200 µM protein in 100 mM sodium phosphate buffer (pH 6.0), 100
µM EDTA, 100µM DTT, and 10%2H2O. 64 scans/FID were acquired
(8 hr total acquisition time) at 30°C on a Varian Inova 600 MHz
spectrometer.
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